2002 kia optima

The Kia Carnival is a minivan manufactured by Kia , introduced in January , now in its fourth
generation and marketed globally under various nameplates â€” prominently as the Kia Sedona.
The first generation model was manufactured and marketed differently for specific regions,
including under a joint venture in the Chinese market with Dongfeng Yueda Kia , as well as the
Naza Ria in Malaysia. Initially introduced as the Carnival in , from onwards, it was renamed as
the Sedona. In Australia, the Kia Carnival went on sale in , with a standard 5-speed manual and
2. A 4-speed automatic was optional. In , it outsold the Toyota Tarago , becoming the top-selling
minivan in the country. It was a sales leader again in and when sales peaked at 5, units. In
Europe, the first generation was available only with the 2. From , Kia Motors introduced the 2. In
North America, the Sedona came equipped with a 3. The first generation Sedona lacked features
that other minivans had such as power sliding doors and power liftgate, a fold flat third row
seat, navigation system, rear-view camera, and backup sensors. Early Sedonas were rated at In
North America, the EX was the highest-level body style with amenities such as interior and
exterior chrome accents, interior wood grain, leather wrapped steering wheel and gear shift
knob and alloy wheels, with optional leather appointed seating, sunroof and DVD player. In
certain markets, Kia offered the minivan in both wheelbases e. Globally, the minivan was offered
with four engines as well as manual and automatic transmissions. A rebadged version of the
second generation was offered from to as the Hyundai Entourage. The van was updated for the
model year with a new Tiger Nose grille and taillights, a more powerful engine and a six-speed
automatic transmission, but dropped the short-wheelbase version because of poor sales. The
North American configuration earned a five-star safety rating from the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration for all seating positions in frontal and side-impact crashes. In , Kia
relaunched the Sedona as a model with minor updates, which started selling around the end of
May. The second generation Sedona was the second top selling large MPV in the UK market,
and in received a new grille, new equipment including a reversing camera built into the
rear-view mirror and a single engine choice, a PS 2. Trim level 1 included air-conditioning,
electric windows. Trim level 2 received alloy wheels, rear parking camera with the display
incorporated into the rear-view mirror, and climate control. Trim level 3 added electronic
stability control, leather seats, heated front seats, power tail gate and powered folding door
mirrors. The second generation Carnival went on sale in Australia in January Initially, the
long-wheelbase 3. Both models sat 8 passengers. The Carnival was Australia's best-selling
people mover between and The Kia Sedona ranked 4th the "20 least expensive vehicles to
insure" list by Insure. From to , Kia manufactured a rebadged variant of the Carnival for sister
company Hyundai. Called the Hyundai Entourage , the Hyundai version was briefly cancelled in
August , but resurrected in October without affecting its introduction date. While otherwise
similar to the Carnival except for the name, the Entourage was only available in extended-length
because of the mid-size Hyundai Veracruz crossover SUV, which measured about the same
length as the short-wheelbase Carnival. Unlike the Carnival, the Entourage was never a sales
success, and in April , the Entourage was discontinued for the model year. However, the
Carnival remained in production and was updated with more features so it could better compete
with the Toyota Sienna , Honda Odyssey and the Chrysler minivans. Entourage's revised styling
was adopted in South Korea as a facelift for the Kia Carnival, except for revised grilles suited to
the Kia brand. The Entourage was powered by the company's 3. It seated seven people with
optional equipment ranging from automatic climate control, leather seating, power sliding doors
and tailgate, reverse sensors, and a six-disc in-dash CD changer. The American configuration of
the Hyundai Entourage earned a five-star safety ratingâ€”the highest honor the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration bestowsâ€”for all seating positions in frontal and
side-impact crashes. The Hyundai Entourage ranked 3rd for the "20 least expensive vehicles to
insure" list by Insure. According to research, the Entourage is one of the least expensive
vehicle to insure. Low rates tend to reflect a vehicle's safety, and the drivers who tend to buy
them. Kia recently launched the Grand Carnival with minor changes to the model. The Indian
version is powered by a 2. The Carnival is available in three variants, which are Premium,
Prestige and Limousine. In the fact, Indonesian Sedona's was IDR million cheaper compared to
its rivals because of the 4-row seats to enter into commercial tax despite its being fully imported
from South Korea. The third generation Carnival was launched in Malaysia in March as the
Grand Carnival as a fully imported vehicle. Ltd has launched the Kia Grand Carnival in Thailand.
The facelifted Sedona was introduced in Mexico on 5 September as a model. All versions
feature a 3. The fourth generation Carnival was unveiled in June The Sedona nameplate, used in
the United States since the model was first introduced there in , will be dropped in favor of the
global Carnival nameplate for the fourth generation. It will make its virtual US market debut for
the model year via livestream on February From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected
from Kia Sedona. Motor vehicle. Petrol : 2. Petrol : 3. South Korea: Gwangmyeong Sohari Plant.
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Aslan AG. Genesis BH. Genesis DH. Equus VG. Veloster FS. Veloster JS. Genesis Coupe BK.
Subcompact crossover SUV. Kona OS. Compact crossover SUV. Tucson JM. Tucson TM.
Tucson NX4. Nexo FE. Ioniq 5 NE. Mid-size crossover SUV. Santa Fe SM. Santa Fe DM. Santa Fe
CM. Santa Fe TM. Veracruz EN. Palisade LX2. Galloper M. Terracan HP. Lavita FC. Trajet FO.
Entourage VQ. Porter AH. New Porter AU. Porter II HR. Libero SR. Mighty II WT1. New Mighty
WQ. Super Truck Medium. Super Mega Truck VC. Pavise QV. Super Truck. Trago GV. Xcient QZ.
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City CY. Pony C. Elantra Touring. Elantra GT. Sport compact. Stellar C. Genesis Coupe. Genesis
Motor. Crossover SUV. Santa Fe. Santa Fe Sport. C Vehicles exclusive to Canada. In its early
years, Kia largely catered to budget-minded consumers with well-equipped vehicles priced
below competing models. More recently, this growing brand has kept value a priority while also
emphasizing technology and sportiness. Founded in Korea in , Kia started as a producer of
steel tubing and bicycle parts. The company's name has its roots in the Chinese language, and
means "to arise, to come up out of Asia. The s saw Kia expanding its lineup to include
motorcycles and three-wheeled cargo vehicles. Naturally, the next logical step was automobile
production, and the company began moving in this direction in the early s. By , Kia had built a
facility designed to make its automotive dreams a reality; its Sohari plant held the distinction of
being Korea's first fully integrated automobile production facility, and went on to spawn Korea's
first internal-combustion gasoline engine. A year later, Kia unveiled the Brisa, Korea's first
passenger car. By the end of the decade, Kia's technology was being used to manufacture
vehicles like the Peugeot and the Fiat In , Ford brought the Pride to U. Seven years later, Ford
dealers got a replacement for the entry-level, subcompact Festiva in the form of another Kia
constructed product, the Aspire. Kia finally began selling vehicles in the U. The car's rollout was
gradual; in the early days of its production, the Sephia was only available in select Western
states. By the mid-'90s, SUVs had emerged as a phenomenally popular and profitable vehicle
segment. Kia responded with the Sportage, a compact SUV. By the end of the '90s, Kia's
nationwide rollout was nearly complete. Financial difficulties in the late '90s prevented Kia from
expanding its lineup beyond those two models. Hyundai, South Korea's other major automaker,
acquired the company in a merger in Kia has been on a major upswing since its purchase by
Hyundai, with improvements in build quality, performance and overall refinement. Reliability,

previously a weak point, has also improved markedly and consumers' confidence was further
bolstered by Kia's substantial warranty program. Today, Kia is on a dramatic upswing and
offers a broad lineup of well-built coupes, sedans and crossovers that stand out for their value,
performance and sporty styling. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Kia
models. Read more. Sign Up. Overfilling the engine oil may cause severe dieseling due to the
churning effect. It may lead to engine damage accompanied with abrupt engine speed
increment, combustion noise, and white smoke emission. High-speed travel consumes more
fuel than urban motoring. Do not forget to check both engine coolant and engine oil.
Continuous contact with USED engine oil has caused skin cancer in laboratory mice. Protect
your skin by washing with soap and water. Keep all engine oil out of the reach of children. It
may lead to engine damage accompanied by abrupt engine speed increment, combustion noise,
and white smoke emission. Always be sure to clean the area around any filler plug, drain plug,
or dipstick before checking or draining any lubricant. This is especially important in dusty or
sandy areas and when the vehicle is used on unpaved roads. Cleaning the plug and dipstick
areas will prevent dirt and grit from entering the engine and other mechanisms that could be
damaged. Engine oil viscosity thickness has an effect on fuel economy and cold weather
operating engine start and engine oil flowability. Lower viscosity engine oils can provide better
fuel economy and cold-weather performance, however, higher viscosity engine oils are required
for satisfactory lubrication in hot weather. Using oils of any viscosity other than those
recommended could result in engine damage. When choosing an oil, consider the range of
temperature your vehicle will be operated in before the next oil change. Proceed to select the
recommended oil viscosity from the chart. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. Contents hide. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will
not be published. Type here.. Check Today's Price. Mobil 1 Motor Oil - 1 Quart. Purolator L For
nearly two decades, the Kia Optima has been the go-to choice for buyers who need an
affordable yet accommodating sedan. The Kia Optima is no different, offering a robust suite of
technology features and safety systems at a lower price point than competitors. This year's
model shuffles some features and deletes top-trim option packages, but it remains one of the
most value-conscious choices in the class. Unlike many other midsize sedans, the Optima
comes standard with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto integration, along with a suite of driving
aids that includes a blind-spot monitor. More exotic features such as ventilated seats and a
panoramic sunroof are available in upper trims, but even modestly priced midtier models pile on
luxury items. There's only one inherent flaw, and it's the downward-sloping roofline that gives
the Optima its distinctive shape. It cuts into rear headroom and requires passengers to duck
into the back seat. Also, you may face frustrations depending on which powertrain you go for.
The base engine is a little slow, while the dual-clutch automatic paired to the 1. The
range-topping 2. Despite these quirks, the Kia Optima remains one of the stronger choices in
the midsize class. However, buyers willing to spend a little more will find vehicles such as the
Honda Accord and the Mazda 6 more engaging overall. If you'd like to learn more about the Kia
Optima of this generation, read about our experiences from a full year of living with a Kia
Optima. We tested the Optima for a full year, diving into the ownership experience for 20, miles
and covering all the features from cargo space to real-world fuel economy. Notable differences
in the Optima include updates to standard and optional equipment, a refreshed exterior and
revised infotainment options. But the is still in the same generation as the model we tested, so
most of our observations still apply. The Kia Optima is a midsize sedan sold in four trim levels.
The S is a sport-themed version of the LX with slightly different styling and a few additional
goodies, while the luxurious EX is packed with extra features and its own unique powertrain.
Commendably, Kia has kept the pricing close across these trims. The SX is more expensive, but
its powerful turbocharged engine and additional tech and luxury features are enticing. Under
the hood of the entry-level Optima LX is a 2. Standard advanced safety equipment includes rear
parking sensors, lane keeping assist, driver attention monitoring, lane departure warning,
forward collision warning, and a blind-spot monitoring with rear cross-traffic alert. The S adds
inch wheels, foglights, a rear spoiler, dual exhaust tips, keyless entry and ignition, a power
driver's seat, a hands-free unlocking trunk, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, and cloth and
faux leather upholstery. The optional Panoramic Sunroof package equips the S trim with a
panoramic sunroof and gloss-black exterior accents. The EX gets its own powertrain: a 1. It
loses the spoiler but receives sound-reducing front door windows, adaptive cruise control, an
auto-dimming rearview mirror, dual-zone automatic climate control, heated front seats, rear air
vents, interior wood accents, leather upholstery, and additional sensors for the forward
collision warning system. The EX also brings with it a total of three USB ports two in front and
one in rear , a wireless charging pad, a rear power outlet, and HD and satellite radio. One
package is available on the EX. The Premium package adds four-way power lumbar adjustment

for the driver's seat, driver-seat memory functions, a power passenger seat with a two-way
lumbar, ventilated front seats, the panoramic sunroof, a speaker Harman Kardon audio system,
ambient lighting, a heated steering wheel, and a navigation system. The range-topping SX is
powered by a turbocharged 2. It is equipped similarly to the EX outfitted with the Premium
package. Additional upgrades on the SX include inch wheels, LED headlights and foglights,
automatic high-beam control, a rear spoiler, a sport-tuned suspension, red brake calipers,
black-painted exterior accents, a flat-bottom steering wheel with wheel-mounted shift paddles,
metal interior trim, and a larger driver information display. It also adds a temporary spare tire
compared to the tire repair kit on other trims. My previous car was a Mazda CX-5 my lease
ended and I was looking for a vehicle that was not as harsh on the road as the Mazda and still
had the space. I knew that I was not going to get another Mazda because of the ride quality and
the I also wanted to get my payments down. So i started my research and saw that the optima
had more than exceptional ride quality. I was hesitant to go from a SUV back to a sedan but I
thought, you know what let me just check it out and see. I was taken back by 1 How big the
vehicle is. I am 6'0 and I had so much room in the front and I left my seating position to see how
much I had behind me and I fit perfectly in the back and had so much knee room this had more
interior room than my CX-5 with the exception of cargo room. I found that wind noise can get a
little intrusive when you are going speeds higher than 65MPH. With that being said Kia really
has don a tremendous job with their vehicles. This is my second Kia Optima. Its literally night
and day. I enjoyed my 07 Optima but it was a bland car nothing to be proud of. But this Model is
just amazing. It looks great really feels like a premium car. I am truly happy with my recent
purchase and I highly recommend this car to anyone looking for a great midsized sedan for a
good value. I have had my Kia Optima FE Thanks to an earlier post letting me know that means
Fuel Efficient - no one at the dealer knew that for 6 months now and am quite happy with it. I
was driving a Highlander and was not sure if I would like a sedan, but the quieter and smoother
ride have won me over. Apple Car Play is great. I like all the safety features it has. Around town I
get mpg according to the dash info and on the highway, if there are no slowdowns or stops,
mpg. Write a review. See all 9 reviews. The Kia Optima and the Hyundai Sonata are closely
related midsize sedans from the same parent company. But the Sonata is fully redesigned for ,
while the Optima's underlying architecture dates back to That means the Sonata gets new
powertrains and additional features not found on the Optima. In our book, the Honda Accord is
the best midsize sedan on the market. It's terrifically roomy inside, and both turbocharged
engines deliver plenty of punch. We're also huge fans of the Accord's high-quality cabin design
and materials. The only true fault we found: The base 1. The Kia Forte is one size class smaller
than the Optima, but buyers willing to forgo a spacious back seat will find tremendous value in
this compact four-door. There's a good mix of creature comforts and advanced driving features
on lower trims, while more expensive versions pack a turbocharged engine and ventilated front
seats. However, the back seat is tiny by class standards, and the suspension feels quite stiff.
The Kia Optima is offered in the following submodels: Optima Sedan. Available styles include
LX 4dr Sedan 2. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Kia Optima and all its
trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Optima 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users
to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about
any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,
interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Optima. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Kia Optima and all model years in our
database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Optima
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Kia Optima. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,

navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Kia Kia Optima.
Photos Select year - New. Other years. Pros Generous amount of standard equipment All trims
get an impressive level of driver assistance features Stylish interior with plenty of small-item
and cargo storage Infotainment system is easy to use Cons The 1. What's it like to live with the
Optima? The Kia Optima is a comfortable and stylish midsize sedan that's more generously
equipped than most. It does most things well, with nicely shaped seats, a pleasant ride and an
intuitive infotainment system. In its top SX trim, the Optima is also quite fun to drive, but that
power and fun come at the cost of fuel economy. From the engine to transmission, the Optima
SX's powertrain is fantastic. The turbocharged 2. Its 6. The six-speed automatic operates
smoothly and delivers good everyday drivability. Be careful not to hit the gas too hard in the
middle of a turn because you're bound to get wheelspin. Aside from the more powerful engine,
the SX adds a sport-tuned suspension that lends responsive handling during spirited driving.
The brakes have a reassuringly firm feel and braking force builds naturally. There's little
steering effort or feedback in Normal mode, while Sport feels a bit artificially heavy. As the top
trim, the SX comes with a lot of standard luxury amenities. Dual-zone automatic climate control
gets the cabin to temperature quickly, and the heated steering wheel is effective, too. The SX
also has ventilated front seats, which work decently and are rare for the segment. The front and
rear seats are comfortable and supportive. While most people will be served well by the
standard suspension setup, the SX's sport suspension is a little on the stiff side but not a
deal-breaker. As in most midsize sedans, wind and road noise is somewhat ever-present but not
oppressive. While the Optima's interior design is a bit pedestrian, it's functional and intuitive.
The controls are easily accessible, logically placed and simple to use. The way driver's seat has
good adjustment in all directions, and four-way lumbar helps drivers dial in the right amount of
lower back support. Front occupants enjoy plenty of legroom and headroom, and the large door
openings make entry and exit a cinch. While it certainly gives the Optima a striking profile, the
sloping roofline creates a few challenges for rear passengers. Entrants will have to duck into
the car, and there's less headroom than in rivals' rear seats. The rising trunklid mildly interferes
with rear visibility. Otherwise, there's good visibility throughout. Kia's tech experience is one of
the best in the class. Though the touchscreen interface itself is a little dated, graphics are sharp
and the system responds with minimal lag. The upgraded Harman Kardon audio system
performs better than you might expect it to. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto are standard, and
the upper trims offer a plethora of charging solutions. Standard driving aids include a blind-spot
monitor, forward collision warning and more. The adaptive cruise control system works better
than many competitors, but you do have to upgrade to the midtier EX trim level to get it. The Kia
Optima is competitive with the rest of the class when it comes to everyday utility. The trunk,
with The automatic trunk release is a neat idea â€” just stand behind the bumper for a few
seconds and the trunk opens â€” but we wish it opened all the way instead of just unlatching.
The Optima matches the rest of the class when it comes to small-item storage areas. The
storage compartment under the center armrest is deeper than the ones in some rivals, and it
has a removable storage bin for small items. Under the front center stack is a hidden storage
area that houses the USB and volt connections. There's also a bonus bin just in front of the
cupholders. Fuel economy is where the Optima lags in this class. During our real-world testing,
fuel economy was even lower â€” We typically see results that land between the combined and
highway ratings. Value is what Kia prides itself on. Build quality is similarly laudable, with
sturdy interior materials and ample use of higher-quality plastics. Fuel efficiency is the only real
weakness â€” the SX's turbocharged 2. This car owns its identity: It's spunky and affordable,
and it has lots of standard tech. There's not much to dislike about the Kia Optima except maybe
the slightly pedestrian interior, but even that has appeal â€” it doesn't look cheap. The SX
model isn't a sport sedan, but it packs a punch for a family-friendly four-door. While its
dual-clutch automatic isn't perfect, the EX's value statement is simply too strong to ignore.
Passengers in all five seats are treated to a wealth of upgrades, including heated front seats,
rear air vents and leather upholstery. Adaptive cruise control and the auto-dimming rearview
mirror make everyday driving easier, too. Read more. Find savings on the Optima for sale near

you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Optima lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Optima.
Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Oh how they have come so far Check your price
quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote?
Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist Automatically applies the brakes if advanced safety
systems detect an imminent front collision. Rear Cross Collision Warning Sounds an alert if a
vehicle is passing or about to pass behind you as you back up. Side Impact Test Good. Kia
Optima vs. People who viewed this also viewed 4. The Edmunds experts tested the Optima both
on the road and at the track, giving it a 7. You probably care about Kia Optima fuel economy, so
it's important to know that the Optima gets an EPA-estimated 24 mpg to 31 mpg, depending on
the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your
new car, keep in mind that the Optima has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more.
To determine whether the Kia Optima is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews,
which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Optima. Look for specific
complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Optima's average
consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering
whether the Kia Optima is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Optima and
gave it a 7. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be
factors in determining whether the Optima is a good car for you. Other versions include: LX 4dr
Sedan 2. If you're interested in the Kia Optima, the next question is, which Optima model is right
for you? Optima variants include LX 4dr Sedan 2. What do people think of the Kia Optima?
Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Kia Optima and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review
was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good
price for a New Kia Optima? Which Kia Optimas are available in my area? Can't find a new Kia
Optimas you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease
or buy a Kia Optima? Check out Kia lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does
the Optima drive? How comfortable is the Optima? How economical is the Optima? Is the
Optima a good value? South Korea, a rising giant of Asia, has shown that it has got what it
takes to provide the world some of the best cars in the scene. This can be proven simply by
looking at one of their best automobile manufacturing companies, Kia Motors. Distinct Look â€”
to stand out from the rest of the motoring pack, cars from this brand come with a corporate
grille, incorporating a unique and professional look. The reliability and endurance of their
vehicles have led many successful skirmishes whether it be actual or practice ones , showing
their might in engineering and industrial warfare. Comfortable Kia Car. Though still in the
concept stages, the company hopes to incorporate hybrid fuel systems â€” and eventually
all-electric â€” in their current models. The mark of a great car can often be seen with the
impressive light beams it exudes. The Kia Cadenza also comes with several interesting
infotainment features. Anything can happen during a trip, so the Kia Cadenza makes sure that
its driver and passengers are safe. An Advanced Smart Cruise Control will automatically engage
the brakes or gas pedal in cases wherein control needs to be in tip-top shape. More About Kia
Cadenza on Wikipedia. Experience what a luxury ride should be by taking the Kia K out for a
spin. Focusing on style and comfort, this is one excellent ride that can very well be the best
definition of what top motoring class should be. Kia made sure that each every facet of the K
delivers. The Kia K also comes with the latest and innovative smart motoring tech there is
available today. More About Kia K on kia. Your everyday sedan just got better â€” the Kia
Optima is a car that combines the best in style and city driving. Style will always be associated
with the Kia Optima, but the high-performance engineering integrated into the design should
also be noticed. A rear sunshade is also available, offering a cooler space to drive and travel in.
The Kia Optima integrates the best in motoring technology. More About Kia Optima on
Wikipedia. Racers or those who desire to be one deserve only the best when it comes to taking
a car out for a spin. And when it comes to racing sensibility and style, a top choice of a vehicle
to consider is no other than the excellent Kia Stinger. The Kia Stinger comes with some of the
most stylish curves ever to be seen on the road. When it comes to acceleration. The Kia Stinger
definitely leaves all others in the dust. AMCI Testing-Certified, this is one car that was clocked
to match and even outperform even the best European supercars in the market today! More
About Kia Stinger on Wikipedia. Go forth towards a brighter and better future with â€”
surprisingly â€” the Kia Forte. Let not the small size of this car fool you, for big and exciting
factors define this vehicle! Most Kia Rio owners agree on its remarkable features, because they
enjoy the ride, while they feel safe and sound inside it. Smart drivers go for smart drives. And
when it comes to crossover vehicles, an excellent choice for the discerning motorist is the Kia
Niro. The stylish and tech-savvy approach that the Kia Niro exudes both in the exterior and
interior aspects is further taken to a higher level with the smarter way it drives. Equipped with

smart motoring tech, this is one ride that takes each ride to whole new fun and personal level.
With numerous awards, the Kia Niro is one fine vehicle that delivers in multiple categories.
From safety awards to practical choices citations, this is a car that can definitely be considered
as a great investment! More About Kia Niro on Wikipedia. The Kia Sportage is a sports utility
vehicle designed and manufactured by Kia, a South Korean automaker. The first generation of
Sportage was released in One of the most distinctive features that can be readily noticed with
the Kia Soul is its lights. Comfort and unique taste can be found within the Kia Soul. The Kia
Soul also comes with a mobile gadget lab, perfect for all tech-savvy motorists out there. With
smartphone integration and an innovative infotainment system, this is surely a ride anyone will
truly enjoy to be in. More About Kia Soul on Wikipedia. The Kia Picanto offers ample head and
legroom. Additionally, the awesome infotainment can transform typical rides into memorable
ones! Best of all, the whether one chooses to customize or drive a stock Kia Picanto, the car will
guarantee a fun ride. More About Kia Picanto on Wikipedia. Marketed as a vehicle with the style
to take your breathe away â€” that statement surely best describes what the KIA Grand Carnival
is. With spacious interiors, full auto air conditioning, and several safety features equipped,
motorists are assured that their families are in safe han
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ds. Knowing what most families encounter during trips, the KIA Grand Carnival comes with
anti-pollution seats. This innovative feature keeps the vehicle safe and clean from spills and the
like. No matter where the journey takes the passengers, motorists are assured that the KIA
Grand Carnival has the right amount of power to deliver. The Lambda ll 3. More About Kia
Carnival on Wikipedia. Kia Vehicles Official Website. Skip to primary navigation Skip to main
content Skip to primary sidebar Skip to footer. Related Other Korean Car Company Hyundai
latest models and its vintage cars Kia is primarily known for these accomplishments: Distinct
Look â€” to stand out from the rest of the motoring pack, cars from this brand come with a
corporate grille, incorporating a unique and professional look. Comfortable Kia Car Image
source: wikimedia. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration â€” safercar. Videos View All
Videos. Instagram Instagram post Instagram post Load More Follow on Instagram.

